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Marvel Absolutely Everything You Need To Know is packed with fun facts, bizarre-but-true tales, and quirky insights into everyone’s favorite Marvel comic characters, including The Avengers, Spider-Man, and Daredevil. Discover why the Hulk comes in three different varieties—green, gray, and red—and how a frog once gained Thor’s powers! This unique guide sheds light on the most fascinating corner of the Marvel Comics Universe, from secrets of the Super Heroes to the making of Marvel’s finest and strangest comic moments. From behind-the-scenes revelations to strange and interesting facts, Marvel Absolutely Everything You Need to Know will surprise and delight new and die-hard Marvel fans. © 2016 MARVEL
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View larger Feeling Sinister? Just one thing unites the Sinister Six: They all hate Spider-Man! Six against one may not seem like a fair fight, but these bad guys spend as much time fighting each other as they do battling Spidey!

View larger View larger View larger View larger Sentinel of Liberty  
Captain America is an inspiration to U.S. servicemen in World War II, fighting diabolical Nazi villains and saving the world. Trapped in ice for decades, he is revived by the Avengers to protect and
serve once more! Heavy Metal Tony Stark is the billionaire owner of tech company Stark Industries, a playboy, and world-class genius! His many suits of armor control a life-threatening injury and grant him amazing powers to fight for justice as Iron Man! Claw of the Jungle Ruler. Diplomat. Warrior. Avenger. Black Panther is all of these—protecting the great African nation of Wakanda from the outside world, and using his intellect and power to fight injustice across the globe. Strange Magic Doctor Strange is the Sorcerer Supreme, Earth’s mightiest magician. Other heroes battle Super Villains and alien invaders Strange protects our planet from demons, warlocks, and spooky entities from mystic dimensions!

The Hulk “You won’t like me when I’m angry!”

Bad Science Viruses, chemicals, serums, radiation, toxic pollutants, alien alloys. By scientific slipup or risky experiment, these dangerous substances can turn normal people into misfits, monsters, and super-powered villains!

Super Synthezoid The Vision is a whole lot more than just a robot. This sentient android Avenger has the emotional life of a human being, with a complicated past, filled with love and loss. Plus he can shoot a laser out of his face!
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